Blue iQ lets you achieve sustainability goals while managing costs

In today’s world, success is more than maintaining a profitable bottom line. You need to manage fuel costs and your environmental footprint. You need to navigate the world of GHG, PM, and NOx while focusing on maximizing uptime and reducing repairs. Blue iQ puts your fleet on a level playing field with diesel, but with lower fuel costs, quieter engines, and less emissions.

Be an Industry Leader

Natural gas and renewable natural gas are the future of transportation and they’re available now. Companies that get on board before it’s a requirement will be known as the pioneers and leaders in their industry. In addition to the tangible benefits of a natural gas fleet, companies will have the competitive advantage of doing business in a way that cares for the communities where their customers live.

Meet Sustainability Goals

Your company is in the position to have a direct and important impact on our climate. Diesel fuel is responsible for most nitrogen oxides (NOx) and toxic particulate matter (PM), and half of greenhouse gases (GHG). Switching from diesel to natural gas dramatically helps the environment and your compliance with federal, state, and local regulatory standards. Using renewable natural gas (biogas, biomethane) to fuel heavy-duty trucks is an important component of sustainability. It also puts landfills to good use.

Take Care of Your Bottom Line

Keeping fuel costs low and uptime high has the biggest impact on your business, and Agility has the tools for that. Blue iQ uses proprietary technology developed through its partnership with Cummins to give natural gas vehicles the same tools diesel trucks use to optimize fuel consumption and reduce repairs. All fuel system manufacturers have access to on-board diagnostic data, but only Blue iQ takes it further by integrating with Cummins Connected Diagnostics™, INSITE™ service tool and QuickServe® support to connect vehicles, drivers, managers, and technicians for real-time management, diagnostics, and service. Customers have told us their cost-per-hour numbers are key to their goals and objectives. We know your managers look at them daily. Not only does Blue iQ provide real-time feedback, it also collects rich historical data for your entire fleet that you can use to improve your bottom line.

The main impact on uptime is unplanned repairs, and with the launch of Blue iQ we’re training...
Cummins technicians to be Agility-certified. Eliminating the service technician shuffle gets your trucks fixed and back on the road faster.

Take Care of Drivers

Taking care of your drivers is good business. Natural gas vehicles are quieter and expose your employees to dramatically less emissions. Drivers who are wary of switching from diesel to natural gas can be assured that with Blue iQ they’ll have the same tools for a safe and successful route.

Blue iQ is the only tool that has access to Cummins proprietary engine data. Its Smart Gauge is a dashboard control center where Driver Feedback monitors trip fuel economy and allows drivers to adjust habits for early shifting and optimized cruise control. Managers can also monitor this data to activate a progressive engine derate and push calibration trims to extend range.

Blue iQ also has Vehicle Range Monitor to determine how far drivers can go with the gas on board, EcoMode to avoid unplanned refueling with low fuel levels, and Limp Home Mode to get safely out of traffic at extremely low fuel levels. There’s even Cold Start Logic to ensure no downtime on cold mornings.

Partner with Agility

Agility Fuel Solutions has been a leader in the transportation industry for over two decades. Our team has the best engineers in the world working to save the planet. They are the problem solvers, patent creators, and solution providers that make our products the industry standard for natural gas vehicles.

Agility values its ongoing collaboration with Cummins and is proud to be the first fuel solutions provider to level the diesel-natural gas playing field. Blue iQ sets another industry standard and exemplifies Agility’s dedication to helping companies reduce costs while making the world a better place.